
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Silvesterabend 

NACHWEIHNACHTZEIT / POST CHRISTMAS SEASON 

der 31. Dezember: Silvesterabend I New Year's Eve 

Was macht man zum Silvesterfest? I What can you do to celebrate Silvester? 
A. Silvesterpartys und Festlichkeiten: usual parties and festivities 
B. Kosti.imballe: fancy-dress and dance partys 
C. Fernsehprogramm "der 90. Geburtstag" (television show "Dinner for One") 
D. Feuerwerke: fireworks 
E. Wi.insche zur Mitternacht: midnight wishes and greetings 
F. Winterurlaub machen: take a winter vacation 

What Do People Do? 

Many people spend the morning and afternoon of New Year's Eve quietly or preparing the 

celebrations in the evening and night. Some people mark the end of the old year and the 
start of the new year by attending a church service that culminates at midnight. 

In many cities and some smaller towns and villages, there are big public celebrations that 

often begin in the evening and last throughout the night. Many celebrations feature local 
or national singers and musicians. 

Some people hold private celebrations at home. They invite friends and family members 
and prepare a festive meal, often in the form of a buffet. Television programs relating to 

New Year's Eve can play an important role at celebrations at home. The film Dinner for 

One, which portrays a butler serving an English Lady her birthday meal, and the New 

Year's Eve episode of the series One Heart and One Soul (Ein Herz und eine Seele) are 

annually broadcast in the evening of December 31. The rest of the evening is filled with 

humorous sketches, game shows and images of public celebrations in 11rge cities 

.. 

In Germany, New Year's Eve is called Silvester, because 
December 31 is the feast day of Saint Sylvester, a pope who lived 
in the fourth century. Most Germans spend New Year's Eve with 
friends; some celebrate quietly, while others dance the night 
away at parties or elegant New Year's Eve balls. When the clock 
strikes midnight, fireworks go off, church bells ring and people 
raise their champagne glasses to toast the new year. They may 
also play games that are meant to foretell what will happen 
during the year to come. One such activity is lead casting 
( Bleigie6en): people pour molten lead into a bowl of water and 
look for figures and meanings in the shapes Into which the lead 
hardens. 

Many efforts go into planning to ensure a grand farewell to 
the old year and much grander welcome to the New Year. 

While many watch thenhnregulady every 
year, some people refrain from watching 
TV that night and either go to or 01:ganize 
a party. __ Dancing, drinking and- laughing 
together with friends and family members 
are a must at each New Year's Eve Party. -- ~ 

For a few minutes people leave their warm houses 
and go out onto the street in order to see the fireworks. 
Otherwise, New Year's Eve is spent either at home, 
with a number of friends (unlike Christmas, which is 
celebrated within the narrow family circle), or in res
taurants and bars, where New Year's balls and parties 
are taking place. Since a growing number of Germans 
are taking a second vacation each year, many of them 
celebrate New Year's Eve in a winter sports resort, on 
a sea crui~r in a southern vacation spot. 

However, not everyone wishes to be a part of these grand social parties, but rather prefer to have a more public 
celebration, where only friends, families, and close people are invited. As soon as clock at the midnight turns twelve, 
people exchange wishes, hugs and kisses one another, and open up champagne bottles to illustrate their pleasure 
for the moment. Lighting up fireworks and crafting them in beautiful sequence is also a major part of New Year 
celebrations in Germany. 

Once the midnight bells have tolled and all the fireworks have all been set off, it's time to bring out the jelly donuts. 
This donut is often called a Berliner outside of Berlin, because it is said they were create<! there in late 18th century. 
People in Berlin simply call them Pfannkuchen (pancakes). Whatever the name, beware of reckless consumption, 
because each donut may contain a practical joke - mustard in place of jam - which some say will bring bad luck. 
Should this happen, you may want to buy a few more marzipan pigs or a four-leaved clover, since these are said to 

bring goo~---


